Stylus
Capture what’s on your mind

Students can jot down notes and write directly on documents while teachers illustrate complex concepts and give visual feedback—all without the hassle of paper.

- Designed to resemble a #2 pencil
- Built to share between students and devices—no charging or pairing necessary
- Machine intelligence predicts the stylus stroke, so writing is more fluid
- Affordable and easy to replace

The STAEDTLER Noris digital stylus looks and feels like a regular pencil and provides a natural writing and drawing experience on Chromebooks.

- Wacom EMR (electro-magnetic resonance) technology
- No charging required (it’s passive and does not use energy)
- Wood content from PEFC-certified sustainably-managed German forests
- Line width can be adjusted automatically with writing or drawing pressure on select apps
- Only recognizes the writing screen and ignores all other surfaces—such as the palm of your hand

To learn more, go to staedtler.us/chromebook
Chromebook + apps + stylus
Bring together the ease of Chromebooks with the magic of apps and a stylus to spark student creativity—whether they’re in Kindergarten or 12th grade

Google Keep
Capture inspiration when it strikes

Squid
Take handwritten notes naturally

Google Classroom
Draw and write on assignments

Explain Everything
Create stories and turn ideas into understanding

Jamboard
Brainstorm on an interactive whiteboard

MyScript Calculator
Perform mathematical operations naturally with handwriting

My students are extremely engaged when using a stylus—it makes devices accessible and more collaborative. For younger students, the stylus gives them a choice to write the letters or words they want to use since they haven’t mastered typing yet—and it definitely saved time for some of them.

Kristine Kuwano
3rd grade teacher, De Vargas Elementary School

Styluses are compatible with a wide range of Chromebooks

Acer Chromebook Tab 10
Acer Chromebook Spin 11 (R751T)*
Acer Chromebook Spin 11 (CP311)*
Acer Chromebook Spin 13 (CP713-1WN)
Asus Chromebook Flip C213*
CTL Chromebook NL7TW-360

Dell Chromebook 11 2-in-1 (5190)*
HP Chromebook x360 11 G1 EE*
Lenovo 500e Chromebook
Samsung Chromebook Plus
Samsung Chromebook Pro

* EMR stylus support is optional